Fleet Management
Software

Live-link your assets and facilities.

GREEN
LIGHT

YOU, AS FLEET OWNER, LOOK AT
MAINTENANCE AND THE ASSOCIATED
TIME AND COSTS, ALSO FUELLING,
INSURANCES AND DAMAGES ARE IN
YOUR INTEREST. YOUR FLEET HAS TO
BE ON THE ROAD, NOT IN THE GARAGE.
GREATER INSIGHT IN THE TOTAL COST OF
OWNERSHIP (TCO) OF YOUR FLEET WHETHER
YOU HAVE A DOZEN VEHICLES OR HUNDREDS,
YOU WANT TO KNOW WHAT YOUR VEHICLES
ARE ’DOING’. HOW ABOUT DOWNTIME? DAMAGES
AND ACTIONS TAKEN? IS IT EASY TO FIND THE
CONTRACT CONDITIONS FOR EACH VEHICLE?
IS THERE PLANNING FOR REPLACEMENTS?
AND FINE TUNING OF ACTIVITIES? ALL THIS
IS SO MUCH EASIER WITH ULTIMO.
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SEE VITAL
SIGNS.
TAKE VITAL
ACTION.

APART FROM OUR MAINTENANCE AND FACILITY
MANAGEMENT SUITES, ULTIMO HAVE ALSO
DEVELOPED SOFTWARE SPECIALLY FOR FLEET
MANAGEMENT. MOST OF WHAT YOU WANT TO
REGISTER FOR YOUR VEHICLES IS INCLUDED. IT
LINKS THE TECHNOLOGY OF YOUR FLEET TO ITS
MANAGEMENT. MAKING YOU AS VERSATILE AS
YOUR VEHICLES THEMSELVES. SEE WHAT IS UP
NEXT AND CHANGE GEARS ACCORDINGLY.
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’See vital signs. Take vital action.’ simply means that you can respond to
events you see occurring, or better yet, you anticipate. The Ultimo Fleet
Management software gives you complete insight in all the elements
of your fleet or fleets. Useful when you do your own maintenance in
your own workshop, and even more so when you do administrative
management as well. You also can use Ultimo when you manage
your fleet and contract out the maintenance work.
Are you responsible for a fleet? Or specifically work in transport, safety
regions or the waste industry? Are you looking for fleet management
software that offers convenience and links easily to other operational
software? Take your time to study Ultimo software. We can tell you
everything you want to know about vehicle availability: maintenance,
history, mileage, links to the OBC, dynamic vehicle data and scheduling
preventive maintenance. Live-link your assets and facilities.
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THE FLEET COCKPIT

OVERVIEW AND CONTROL
RIGHT FROM THE MOMENT YOU START USING
ULTIMO FLEET MANAGEMENT YOU ARE RECORDING
INFORMATION DIGITALLY, CREATING AN OVERVIEW
OF ALL THE INFORMATION AND BEING ABLE TO SEE
MORE. SO, YOU CAN RESPOND TO WHAT YOU SEE.

Knowing your fleet
It is very common in organisations that information
is stored in a multitude of places or, even worse,
that it is only available in an employee’s head. As an
organisation continues to grow, the inconveniences
and risks of decentralised information storage
increase. Fleet management software helps with
structured knowledge management. This not only
saves time searching, but also means that people get
up-to-date information, and that the organisation
does not suffer as much when someone retires or
goes on sick leave. Information about contracts,
fuelling, damages, failures, maintenance history
and more is recorded in the software in a structured
manner. It helps with gathering management
information in dashboards and reports. Information
that aids you in important decisions. Recording all this
supports an effective and efficient processing of all
types of work. It is so convenient to have all relevant
information available and to use current schedules.

Total Cost of Ownership
Fleet management software gives you insight
in costs and possible savings. The Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) can be an important criterion. Based
on information about, for example, maintenance,
depreciation and damages, you are able to take
decisions and substantiate them. Examples of
questions you can answer better with all this info:
• When is the time to purchase new vehicles?
• Is it more sensible to lease or buy?
• What are the consequences, also financially,
when we postpone the purchase?
Of course, it is interesting to compare this information
per type of object or vehicle brand and base your
future investment decisions on that.

The results of your fleet management:
• All elements of your fleet are transparent

Optimum availability
One of the main reasons to use a software tool
for fleet management is to understand the best
availability of your vehicles. Time is money and
downtime needs to be avoided as much as possible.
You, as a Fleet Owner, can control when to deal
with damages/faults/failures, when to schedule
maintenance and inspections, etc. But it requires
good tooling to schedule and align it well. Ultimo can
help you with this, which is good news. Ultimo helps
you to coordinate the simultaneous execution of a
number of activities. You not only set the right time,
but you can also determine who executes the job.
This way you can avoid unnecessary downtime of
your valuable fleet.

• Understandable dashboards and reports
• Invaluable for audits and inspections
• Better grip on operational costs and projects
• Optimum availability with less downtime,
because corrective maintenance, periodical
maintenance, and processing damages and
faults are carefully aligned
• Practical support of your own maintenance
service
• More insight into insurances and contracts,
linked to a vehicle or object

You must record, secure and preferably link all
vehicle-related information in your organisation for
future use. Anything that is commercially interesting.
Allowing you and your colleagues to take the right
decisions based on the right data — the facts.
Decisions about maintenance, replacements and
other optimisations to increase efficiency further.
Also, other far-reaching decisions. Enlargement of
your properties perhaps, as ‘accommodation’ for
your vehicles. Or further integration within your
IT Services. After all, the more your fleet tells you,
the better conclusions you can draw.
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It is possible to add information from the official
vehicle registration website, telling you when the
MOT is due. It offers you lots of other options so you
can get a tight grip on the management of your fleet.
For example, information from the tachograph and
lots more. Ensuring you have all agreements ever
made for a vehicle – financial, insurance, maintenance
– at your fingertips. As they say: ’Foresight is the
essence of government’. As a standard, Ultimo
Fleet Management contains a large number of
functionalities. The basic package can also be
expanded with optional modules.

• Optimal replacement planning of your
vehicles or objects by mapping depreciation
and replacement costs
• Use the TCO to take better substantiated
investment decisions
• A number of practical interfaces available to
work more efficiently
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“In order to achieve the goal of ROVA,
the quality and durability should be
outstanding. That’s what it’s all about
in process optimisation. That’s the main
reason why we make use of Ultimo
for asset and fleet management.”

Business Integration
Together we can do more. This is the by-line of Ultimo
software. Because of clever integration of Ultimo
with systems that are relevant to your organisation
can help you increase the return. The Ultimo Fleet
Management software is often interfaced or
integrated with:
• Transport management systems or On-Board 		
Computers. This way object data, mileage
and registration of defects can be read into
Ultimo easily.
• Barcode scanners. Various options for time
accounting, including options for start-stop
registration, issuing materials and stock
management.
• Importing article lists. To get a better
understanding of stock management
and purchase support.
• Importing fuelling info and registration
of fuel cards.
• Financial systems. To easily charge costs
and hours, or to support invoicing.

Ultimo Customization Tool
Ultimo provides you with proven and user-friendly
standard software in accordance with market
standards. However, because your situation is unique
in certain aspects, we created our software to be
easily customised. All to offer you extra returns
and usability. Custom standard software, we call
it. And flexible. Because Ultimo software allows
you to easily manage, personalise and modify your
application, without the need to program. This is
true for application managers and (end) users alike.
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Marnix Timmermans
ROVA

Easy to use
Clever explorers, spacious panels, the use of icons
and pictograms, the unambiguous screens with tabs,
and the easy search possibilities. All characteristics
of the user-friendly nature of our software. The
apps Ultimo GO and GO+ can also make your life a
lot easier. Use your smartphone or tablet to look up
information, submit reports, or process activities.
The Ultimo software is web-based. Purchase the
software in one go and have it installed on your
own server, or rent the software on a subscription
basis and use the software in the cloud. This rental
option — Software as a Service (SaaS) — means we
fully unburden you in managing the software and
updates.
Our fleet management software is used in different
markets. Visit our website for cases describing how
the suite is used.

Intuitive & user-friendly

Adaptable to your company’s
needs

Modular design & scalable

Available as SaaS solution
(Cloud)

Easy to link (IoT, ERP,
TMS, HR, etc.)

Best practice because we
collaborate with customers
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MOST WIDELY USED MODULES

ALSO
USEFUL
Get to know our professional services. Very helpful during the
implementation of the software, and we also support you during
regular use if you want us to. We not only developed our software
but thoroughly thought about how we were going to implement it.
We based our ideas of implementations on the project management
method PRINCE2® and all our own experiences since 1988, but we
are always open to your ideas on the implementatio. After all, you
want a properly functioning product that meets your standards and
requirements. Implementation is something we do together. It’s a
matter of U&I². But don’t think our services end here. You will meet
our start-up coach during the start-up phase, with the specially
designed ’Start-up canvas’ A convenient tool to determine goals and
discuss the method of operation. During and after implementation
you have access to our Customer Portal, for example to consult
project related information. And after implementation you get to
meet our Customer Success Team. In a couple of sessions, they
will get you up to speed with Ultimo.
You can also immerse yourself in our extensive offering of courses,
in-company, traditional in-class or with e-learning; you can profit
from the experiences other Ultimo users had and our consultants
are available for heavy-duty advice. Just like you, we want you to
get the most out of the software’s advantages. And in case you
have any questions or need support after implementation, please
contact our Customer Support department. We would be happy
to draw up a maintenance contract on request to secure the
agreements concerning the use of the help desk and
the updates of the software.

This is a selection of the most widely used modules of Ultimo Fleet Management. The complete list of modules,
what they can be used for and their specifics can be found on our website. Feel free to ask our advisors for the
best combination of modules, consisting of an extensive basic package possibly with added optional modules.
They will give you personalised advice.

Business Integration
Integrate Ultimo with various other business
systems to work even more efficiently.

Invoicing
Invoice options for internal and external charging
of costs.

Contract Management
Comprehensible contract management.

Issue Management
Register the issue and collection of all of your
company assets.

Damage Management
Damages? So annoying! But when you have
information you can take appropriate action.
Dashboards/Reports
Important control information directly available.
Depreciations
Anticipate the future and plan your replacements.
Fault Management
Understand the faults and failures of your vehicles
and combine solutions with regular maintenance.
Fleet Management
Extensive management of your fleet for more grip
on availability.
Fuelling (+)
Monitor the correct use of fuel cards. Also process
mileage and fuel use and make the associated
purchase invoices.

Service Level Agreements
Do you enter into Service Level Agreements with
your clients, also internal clients? Implement them
well and honour your commitments on time.
Stock Management and Purchase
Manage your stock effectively, for example with the
possibility of an interface with barcode scanning
and support the purchase of articles.
Time Accounting
A complete survey of the time spent. With the
option of start-stop hour registration.
Work Order Management
Complete handling of work orders.

Insurance Management
All your insurances conveniently listed.
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SEVEN TIMES
INSIGHT AND
CONTROL.
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Periodical Maintenance
Plan your periodic activities and preventive work.
For instance, based on mileage. Or MOT/inspections
based on time.

Ultimo gives you one central platform for
seven domains: Fleet Management, IT Service
Management, Maintenance Management, Facility
Management, Medical Asset Management, Safety
Management and Infra Asset Management.
Do you also profit from the integrated usage?
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BELGIUM

LIVE-LINK
YOUR ASSETS
AND FACILITIES.

The world is in a whirl, and it revolves around all your
objects and equipment at the speed of light. If you
are the one responsible for maintenance, facility or
IT in your organisation, you want nothing more than
your assets constantly letting you know whether
they are still compatible with this world. And if you are
responsible for more than that you want this as well.
After all, your assets may require your attention in
a more general, or even financial, way. Ultimo will be
sure to pass on the crucial signals about your assets.
So you can pick up on them and act decisively.
Are you listening?
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